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Now, we have noticed that all these things that are described
we

being created in Genesis one, how many of them are/told in Genesis four

cis of their creation iˆxx in Genesis 2? Genesis 2 sy ncthiig-

nowhere says God made the earth or,God made the heavens. It nowhere says
ell

-I'made a firmament. It nowhere says he made the sun, moon and stars.

None of these are mentioned as the creative act of God in chapter 2.

What kind of creation account tit you have that leaves out all of these

matters? Genesis 2 is sim!ly dealing with the creation of man in giving

more detail of what God's relation * to man. It does refer to the fact

that God haJ created the animals. It does not mention them in detail
will

as Genesis one does. Some books/wmNi say that it also

but mo4scholarly books will not say this, because the statement is

so
g4.4Xly

false. All that Genesis 2 says about God having made

s+*&i vegetation is that God planted a garden. Last spring my son planted

a garden, but I would never think of saying that my son created the

vegetation., Actually the only overlapping as far as creation is
y

çrmrPrn5 Genesis 1 and Genesis 2. Genesis 1 says God created a man

and woman. Genesis ui says that God created man and woman, and

makes a reference told his having created the animals. It is quite incorrect

to say that we have two various contradictory accounts of creation

here.




Henry C. Oh Dr. M. Dr Hace,my roommate has said that

the second story of the creation contradicts the first. ii It

says it contradicts, because the first starts with a watery chaos.

the second starts with a dry waste. ft say& that tim. , 4.t says also that

they have a different order f of creation. ,1The first creation shows

the creation as having as cøontaining the following elements:

the vegetation, then animals, then man and woman,1itt the second

(A
has man j.wjj then vegetation, then animals and then woman.
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